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The Leader's Tool Kit: Hundreds of Tips And Techniques for Developing the Skills You NeedAMACOM, 2005
Here's a book for leaders and aspiring leaders who must develop many skills but don't have much reading time to find the particular help they need. The Leader's Tool Kit gives them hundreds of proven techniques presented in bite-sized chunks and arranged in an easy-to-digest format. Readers will find handy checklists and practical advice...
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Bio-Inspired Artificial Intelligence: Theories, Methods, and Technologies (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)MIT Press, 2008
New approaches to artificial intelligence spring from the idea that intelligence emerges as much from cells, bodies, and societies as it does from evolution, development, and learning. Traditionally, artificial intelligence has been concerned with reproducing the abilities of human brains; newer approaches take inspiration from a wider range of...
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The Business of iOS App Development: For iPhone, iPad and iPod touchApress, 2014

	Updated and expanded for the new Apple iOS8, The Business of iOS App Development, Third Edition shows you how to incorporate marketing and business savvy into every aspect of the design and development process, giving your app the best possible chance of succeeding in the App Store.


	This book is written by experienced...
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TestGoal: Result-Driven TestingSpringer, 2008
Software testing is traditionally seen as a difficult and time consuming activity that is hard to embed in the software development process. This book provides a different view. It explains to stakeholders how testing can add value to software development and doing business, and provides the tester with practical information.
TestGoal is not...
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Mastering UDK Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Eight projects specifically designed to help you exploit the Unreal Development Kit to its full potential


	Overview

	
		Guides you through advanced projects that help augment your skills with UDK by practical example.
	
		Comes complete with all the art assets and additional resources that you need...
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Studying Using the Web: The Student's Guide to Using the Ultimate Information Resource (Routledge Study Guides)Routledge, 2006
Everyone uses the internet in their school work - but if you aren't careful you can end up plodding around the information fast track. It's time to change up to something more powerful. Knowing how to get the best out of the web doesn't just make it easier and quicker to find the right information. It can also transform your school or college work...
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iOS 5 Programming Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch AppsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Now you can overcome the vexing, real-life issues you confront when creating apps for the iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch. By making use of more than 100 new recipes in this updated cookbook, you’ll quickly learn the steps necessary for writing complete iOS apps, whether they’re as simple as a music player or feature a...
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IP Routing Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
IP Routing Primer Plus takes the reader on a methodical journey through the OSI model and shows the relationship of the different IP protocol suite. It gives the readers a "big picture view" design to equip them to use the protocols, or to prepare for a certification exam. Topics covered include a review of the OSI model as well as:

...
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Microsoft Systems Management Server 2.0 Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This book has been developed for information system (IS) professionals who  need to install, administer, and support Microsoft Systems Management Server 2.0  or who plan to take the related Microsoft Certified Professional exam 70-086,  Implementing and Supporting Microsoft® Systems Management Server 2.0.

This book is more than...
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Cocoa in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Cocoa in a Nutshell begins with a complete overview of Cocoa's object classes. It provides developers who may be experienced with other application toolkits the grounding they'll need to start developing Cocoa applications. A complement to Apple's documentation, it is the only reference to the classes, functions,...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214Microsoft Press, 2003
Welcome to the MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network, Exam 70-214. This book provides in-depth and detailed information about the major security services in Microsoft Windows 2000 networks, including securing desktops and servers using Group Policy, configuring and managing...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-647): Windows Server 2008 Enterprise AdministratorMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
	
		This training kit is designed for enterprise administrators who have several years’ experience
	
		managing the overall IT environment and architecture of medium to large organizations
	
		and who plan to take the Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional
	
		(MCITP) 70-647 exam. As an enterprise...
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